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We propose a class of spectral singularities emerging from the coincidence of two independent
singularities with highly directional responses. These spectral singularities result from resonance
trapping induced by the interplay between parity-time (PT ) symmetry and Fano resonances. At
these singularities, while the system is reciprocal in terms of a finite transmission, a simultaneous
infinite reflection from one side and zero reflection from the opposite side can be realized.
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Among complex potentials, parity-time (PT ) symme-
try potentials are attractive because they enable real
spectra [1]. Such complex potentials has been proposed
in optics, electronics and recently in acoustics [2–4]. De-
pending on the degree of non-hermiticity, PT symmetric
systems might encounter a phase transition from the ex-
act phase with real spectrum to the broken phase with
complex spectrum. Transition point, also named ex-
ceptional point, is a topological singularity where the
Hamiltonian of the corresponding system becomes de-
fective and the eigenvalues and their associated eigen-
states coalesce. While direct physical identification of
the exceptional points is difficult, their strong influences
on the dynamics can be observed [3–5]. Exceptional
points are not the only singularities exist in complex po-
tentials. Another type of singularities are spectral sin-
gularities related to the completeness of the continuous
spectrum, and can satisfy outgoing boundary conditions
[6]. Within scattering matrix formalism, such singular-
ities identify the lasing threshold of cavities with gain
[7, 8]. Recently, the notion of such spectral singularities
extended to the semi-infinite lattices [9], nonlinear po-
tentials [10] and non-reciprocal cavities in the presence
of magnetic elements [11]. In the latest one, the presence
of gyrotropic element together with the broken inversion
symmetry results in directional lasing.

In this letter, using scattering formalism, we introduce
a new class of spectral singularities (SS) with directional
response emerging from the interplay of PT symmetry
and Fano resonances. We show that, without breaking
the reciprocity, one is able to obtain a simultaneous uni-
directional lasing and unidirectional reflectionless mode.
For such a mode one side reflection tends to infinity,
the other side reflection becomes zero, and the transmis-
sion coefficient remains finite. These singularities emerge
from the resonance trapping and delay time associated
with the reflected signal residing in the gain or loss part
of the parity-time symmetric cavity. Remarkably, while
always the pseudo unitary conservation relation associ-
ated with the PT systems is satisfied, the amplitude of
transmission coefficient is sensitive to the path we take in

FIG. 1. (Color online) Main panel: schematic of the PT sym-
metric Fano coupled disk resonators in Eq.1. The gain and
loss disks are coupled to the passive micro-disk with resonance
frequency ω0 and are embedded in the chain of passive disk
resonators. At the threshold value of the gain and loss, the
reflection from the gain side (pink arrow) diverges and reflec-
tion from loss side tends to zero resulting in RLLR mode.
(a) Reflections, transmission coefficient and (b) Phase of the
transmission and reflection amplitudes for q? = 0.5, κ = 2.1,
c = 1 and γ = γth ' 2.11 versus the wavevector q. The abrupt
phase change at the singularity results in the resonance trap-
ping and large delay time for the photons being reflected from
the structure. This resonance trapping annihilates the reflec-
tion of the system from the left (loss side) and amplifies it
from the right (gain side) cause to diverge.

the plane of gain, loss parameter, γ, and wavevector, q,
to approach the singular point. In addition, in the absent
of loss (gain) and at threshold gain (loss), the structure
still acts as a unidirectional laser (reflectionless system).
In the passive - loss case our structure acts as a unidi-
rectional perfect absorber. When the system possesses
pure balanced gain, transmission and reflection from the
left and right side of the system tends to infinity and we
recover the conventional lasing modes.

In order to demonstrate the SS modes with directional
response, as depicted schematically in figure 1, we con-
sider a one-dimensional (1D) chain of evanescently cou-
pled microcavities with resonance frequency ωc. Without
loss of generality, we set all the couplings in the chain to
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one. In the middle of the chain, we embed a PT symmet-
ric defect with a coupling strength κ to the chain. The
defect is composed of two coupled microcavities with res-
onance frequency ωc, in which one possesses gain and the
other experiences loss. The coupling strength between
the balanced gain and loss microcavities is denoted as
κc. Finally, we introduce a passive cavity with resonance
frequency ω0 +ωc and couple it to both the gain and loss
cavities with a coupling strength c. Interaction between
the cavity chain including the PT dimer, corresponding
to a continuum, and the passive disk coupled to the PT
dimer, serving as a discrete state, results in Fano res-
onances. At the Fano resonance frequency, photons can
take different paths to exit from the scattering region. An
obvious choice for the photons is a direct path through
the PT dimer while another option is an indirect path
through the passive cavity. An interference between the
photons taking different paths leads to a delay in time
flight of the photons and a mechanism to trap them.
A delicate design of the interference process results in
a tremendous delay for the reflected photons and con-
sequently cause amplification or annihilation of photons
residing in the gain or loss side, respectively.

In our system, each disk supports two degenerate
modes, a clockwise a+, and a counterclockwise a−. Us-
ing coupled mode theory, we express the dynamics of the
total field amplitudes φ = a+ + a− in each disk [12, 13]:

idφn

dt = −δn±1,±2φn±1 − δn,n±1κφ± + ωcφn (n = ±1)

idφn

dt = −φn−1 − φn+1 + ωcφn (|n| > 2)

idφ0

dt = −c(φ+ + φ−) + (ω0 + ωc)φ0

idφ±
dt = −κφ±1 − κcφ∓ − cφ0 ± iγφ± + ωcφ±

(1)

Here, δi,j =

{
1 i = j
0 i 6= j

is the Kronecker’s delta, φn, φ0

and φ± are the total field amplitude at the disk n, pas-
sive cavity and gain (loss) cavity with sub-index +(−),
respectively. The coupling terms κ, κc and c are normal-
ized with respect to the coupling strength in the chain.
Equations (1) indicate that our structure is a PT sym-
metric system as it is invariant under combined parity
operation ±n → ∓n, ± → ∓, and time reversal opera-
tion i → −i. The chain supports the dispersion relation
ω = ωc − 2 cos(q), with −π ≤ q ≤ π. In the elastic
scattering process for which φ = ψe−iωt, the station-
ary modal amplitudes of the system has the asymptotic
behavior ψn = FLe

iq(n+1) + BLe
−iq(n+1) for n ≤ −1,

and ψn = FRe
iq(n−1) + BRe

−iq(n−1) for n ≥ 1, respec-
tively. The amplitude of the forward FL,R and back-
ward BL,R propagating waves in the chain are related by

a 2 × 2 transfer matrix M =

(
M11 M12

M21 M22

)
such that(

FR
BR

)
= M

(
FL
BL

)
. Elements of the transfer matrix

are related to the transmission and reflection amplitudes
for the left (L) and right (R) incident waves through the

following relations:

tL = tR ≡ t = 1
M22

rL = −M21

M22
rR = M12

M22
(2)

In the framework of semi-classical laser theory, a self-
oscillating laser without any injection satisfies the bound-
ary conditions FL = BR = 0, FR 6= 0, BL 6= 0. These
boundary conditions are mathematically represented by
the Jost solutions ψn(q±) → e±iqn as n → ±∞ [6]. Im-
posing these boundary conditions on Eq. (2), we obtain
a laser solution indicated with transmission and reflec-
tion amplitude tending to infinity at wavevector q? ∈ <
if and only if M22(q?) = 0 [6]. The wavevector q? that
satisfies this relation is the “conventional” SS or lasing
mode. However, in order to realize a unidirectional las-
ing mode, in addition to the incoming waves, one of the
outgoing waves should be zero:

FL = BR = FR(L) = 0, BL(R) 6= 0 (3)

Equation (3) is associated with left (right) lasing mode
and solutions ψn(q−) → e−iqn, ψn(q+) → 0 (ψn(q−) →
0, ψn(q+)→ eiqn)as n→ ±∞. In general, satisfying con-
ditions in Eq.(3) using the conventional lasing mode is
drastically difficult as one needs to break the reciprocity
for the lasing modes [14]. We remind that breaking reci-
procity in optics is a challenging problem by itself. More-
over, introducing gain into the nonreciprocal structures
with different transmissions from the different channels
does not essentially lead to unidirectional lasing as it
needs divergence of the transmission coefficient of only
one side and at the same time, convergence (finite) re-
flection coefficient of the same side.

Surprisingly, we can satisfy the boundary conditions
described by Eq.(3), for the left (right) lasing using
Eqs.(2) with M21(12)(q

?) → ∞ and M22(q?) 6= 0. In
this case, the left (right) reflection coefficients diverge to
infinity for q? ∈ <. More interestingly, we consider a
more sever boundary condition when the left (right) re-
flections tends to infinity and the reflection from right
(left) approaches to zero, which is feasible with

M21(12)(q
?)→∞,M12(21)(q

?)→ 0,M22(q?) 6= 0. (4)

Equation (4) results in a very specific singularity where
there is a simultaneous left (right) unidirectional lasing
and right (left) reflectionless mode. Note that as long
as M22(q?) is a finite number, the transmission remains
finite. In the following, as depicted in Fig. 1a, we show
that one can satisfy such a relation in the presence of PT
symmetry and Fano resonances.

The elements of the transfer matrix M associated with
the system described by Eq. 1 can express as

M22 = −Y (γ,q)
2Γ(q)κ2 sin(q) M21(12) =

(−)XL(R)(γ,q)

2Γ(q)κ2 sin(q)
(5)

where Γ(q) ≡ c2/(ω − ωc − ω0)− κc and

Y (γ, q) = e−2iq
[
Γ2 − (α− ξ+) (α− ξ−)

]
XL(R)(γ, q) =

(
α∗ − ξ−(+)

) (
α− ξ+(−)

)
− Γ2 (6)
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with ξ± ≡ ωc + c2

ω−ωc−ω0
± iγ and α ≡ κ2eiq + ω. In our

PT symmetric setup, we find M11(q) = M∗22(q) for q ∈ <
using Eq.(1) where ∗ stands for conjugation [15].

The conditions given in Eqs.(4) for right lasing-left re-
flectionless (RLLR) are satisfied if

lim
(γ,q)→(γth,q?)

Y → 0, lim
(γ,q)→(γth,q?)

XL → 0

lim
(γ,q)→(γth,q?)

XR 6= 0, lim
q→q?

Γ→ 0.
(7)

At the SS q = q?(ω = ω?) where we have RLLR, from
lim
q→q?

Γ→ 0 we can deduce that κ?c = c2/(ω? − ωc − ω0).

In addition, this relation together with the condition for
zero reflection from the left side of the system, namely

lim
(γ,q)→(γth,q?)

XL → 0 at the SS, lead to γ → γth =

κ2 sin(q?) and κ?c = (κ2 − 2) cos(q?). The critical cou-
pling κ?c yields the critical resonance frequency of the
passive defect ω?0 = 2 cos(q?) + c2/κ?c . Notice that these
conditions also lead to lim

(γ,q)→γth,q?
Y → 0.

To understand the physical behavior of SS with κ?c and
ω?0 ,we expand Eqs. (6) to the first order of δq ≡ q − q?
and δγ ≡ γ − γth,

XL
∼= −2κ2 cos(q?)δγδq (a)

XR
∼= 2κ2 cos(q?)(2γth + δγ)δq + 4γth(γth + δγ) (b)

Y ∼= −βδq − 2e−2iq?γth(1− 2iδq)δγ (c)

Γ ∼= −2(
κ?
c

c )2 sin(q?)δq (d)
(8)

Here, β is a function of q? with a finite value. It is
noted that when γ approaches to its threshold value, viz.
δγ → 0, the expressions XL, XR, and Y approach zero,
4[γth

2 + κ2cos(q?)γthδq], and −βδq, respectively. The
latest together with Eqs. (2), (5) and (8d) reveals the
fact that the transmission amplitude remains finite at
the limit δq → 0. Note that in these sequence of limits,
namely (δγ, δq) → 0, XL approaches to zero faster than
Y and Γ. Therefore, the left reflection rL = XL/Y is zero
and the system becomes unidirectional reflectionless. In
contrast, right reflection rR = XR/Y tends to infinity as
XR remains finite and our PT symmetric setup becomes
a unidirectional laser. Moreover, transmission amplitude
t = 1/M22 ∝ Γ/Y approaches to t1 ≡ −4γth

2κ?c
2/βκ2c2.

Figure 1(a) shows the reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients for q? = 0.5, κ = 2.1 and c = 1 versus the wavevec-
tor q where we encounter a RLLR mode at q?. We have
checked that our RLLR singularity satisfy the pseudo
unitary conservation relation

√
RLRR = |T − 1| for 1D

PT symmetric systems [16], where RL(R) ≡ |rL(R)|2and
T ≡ |t|2. In our PT setup, although one side reflection is
zero the transmission might not be unity. This means
that a RLLR singularity might not be an anisotropic
transmission resonance defined in Ref. [16], in which
transmission becomes unity and one side reflection ap-
proach to zero. As a result, in the RLLR singularity,
the system from lasing side is superunitary (some flux

FIG. 2. (Color online) Density plot of (a) logarithm of left re-
flection, (b) logarithm of right reflection and (c) transmission
coefficient. At the SS, (γ, q) = (γth, q

?) ' (2.1, 0.5) the left
reflection tends to zero, the right reflection coefficient tends
to infinity and transmission is a multivalued function. The
value of transmission depends on the path one takes in the
plane of (γ, q) to approach the singularity. The couplings are
the same as the ones have been used in Fig. 1.

gained) and from the reflection less side might be sub-
unitary (some flux lost).

The underlying physical mechanism of a RLLR singu-
larity is the Fano resonance trapping and coincidence of
different singularities. When resonance trapping occurs
for the transmission or reflection the corresponding delay
time, which is proportional to the time that wave spends
inside the potential before it exits from the scattering
region, diverges. Delay time defines as τt,r ≡ dθt,r/dq
where θt,r is the argument of the transmission or re-
flection coefficient [17, 18]. In Fig. 1(b), we plotted
the phase of the transmission and reflections versus the
wavevector. At the wavevector q = q? associated with
the singularity, there is an abrupt phase change in the
reflections, which is an indication of divergence of the
delay time for the reflections. Intuitively light reflecting
from the right side, will delay in the gain micro-disk for a
long time and becomes enhanced while the light reflecting
from the left side would remain in the lossy micro-disk
until it becomes completely absorbed. This implies that
we have coincidence of two singularity, one with an am-
plifying zero width resonance and the other with an anni-
hilating feature. Creation of unidirectional reflectionless
singularity via the resonance trapping is common in non-
hermetian systems and more specifically in PT symmet-
ric systems (see for example [10], [16] and [19]) as in such
a case the reflection is bounded from above and smaller
than one. On the other hand, to form a unidirectional
lasing mode in 1D open systems one needs to design the
system such that the delay time associated with the pho-
tons reflecting from one side of the system diverges and
as a result, reflection becomes unbounded. In this re-
spect, utilizing Fano resonances offers an elegant way to
trap the light and enlarge the time delay.

Resonances are sensitive to the geometry of the scat-
tering region and its coupling to the environment through
the open channel. In the PT symmetric systems, another
parameter that affect the resonances is the gain and loss
parameter which enriches the dynamics of PT symmetric
systems. While we always have RLLR at the singularity,
without violating the pseudo unitary conservation rela-
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tion mentioned above, the transmission coefficient will
be affected by the path we take in the plane of gain/loss
parameter and wavevector to approach the SS with di-
rectional response. This implies that at the singular-
ity, transmission is a multivalued function and its phase
and magnitude depends on the path that we take to ap-
proach it. For example, if we interchange the sequence of
the limits that we took previously, namely (δγ, δq) → 0,
in order to calculate the transmission amplitude, i.e.,
(δq, δγ) → 0, we obtain a different transmission ampli-
tude than t1. In other words, in this new sequence of
approaching to the SS from Eq. (8c,d) we immediately
see that lim

δq→0
Y = −2e−2iq?γthδγ, lim

δq→0
Γ = 0. As a re-

sult, even after taking the limit δγ → 0, the transmission
amplitude would be zero. This indicates that by tuning
the wavevector and turning on the gain and loss parame-
ter, at the singularity our setup is from one side a perfect
absorber and from other side a laser. Figure 2 presents
a typical density plot of the transmission and reflections
coefficients versus wavevector and gain/loss parameter.
As mentioned before, the reflections remain intact when
we approach to the singularity from different paths while
transmission coefficient is clearly not a unique number
as the singularity may be approached with transmission
obtaining any value between T = 0 and T = 1.8.

As the RLLR singularity is the coincidence of two sin-
gularities, it would be interesting to see the effect of ab-
sence of PT symmetry such that the gain and loss is
not exactly balanced and only one of them reaches the
threshold. As the main mechanism to create a SS is the
resonance trapping, at the threshold of loss in one side
we always have fully vanishing reflection amplitude from
the loss side irrespective of the value of the gain (includ-
ing zero gain) on the other side. The same goes for the
gain side, namely at the threshold of gain, irrespective of
the value of loss on the other side, the reflection from the
gain side tends to infinity. In the case of both side having
the same amount of gain we will recover the conventional
lasing singularity in which M22(q?) = 0 and M12(21)(q

?)
is non-zero. Finally, when we have loss-loss scenario at
the threshold, the same singularity occurs for left and
right side. In this case, both reflections and transmis-
sion amplitudes vanish and the setup becomes a perfect
absorber. Figure 3 summarizes these results.

Experimentally, the coupled cavity array scenario can
be realized by other forms such as micro-ring optical cav-
ity [20] or photonic crystal structures [21]. The optical
gain and loss, for example, can be achieved with InGaAsP
quantum wells and Chrome layers on top of the cavity,
respectively [22]. In the system, by including the intrin-
sic loss of the passive cavities, it can be found that if all
the passive cavities possess the same intrinsic loss, the
unidirectional SS are maintained with a shifted gain/loss
threshold value. This reveals that the SS are robust in
the presence of intrinsic cavity decays.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Scattering characteristics of Fano
model in schematic of Fig. 1 without PT symmetry when
we have (a) loss-loss dimer depicting a perfect absorber, (c)
loss-passive depicting a unidirectional perfect absorber, (e)
passive-gain results in a finite left reflection and transmission
while the reflection from the right (gain) side tends to infin-
ity indicating a unidirectional laser, (g) gain-gain recovering
the conventional SS where the cavity lase from both left and
right side. (b), (d), (f), and (h): Phases of the transmission
and reflections of part (a), (c), (e), and (g), respectively. In
all panels, the coupling values are the same as the ones have
been used in Fig. 1.

We have shown that interplay of PT symmetry and
Fano resonances can result in a coincidence of two SS
with unique behaviors. One singularity creates a sub-
unitary flux dynamics from one side with vanishing re-
flection and the other with zero width resonance resulting
to infinite reflection from the opposite side of the setup.
Furthermore, we discussed the case where gain and loss
are not balanced. We found that at the threshold of
gain or loss one can observe the divergence of reflection
or zero reflection, respectively, on the side that reaches
to the threshold value. Our study brings a new class
of singularities that has not been considered before and
at the same time opens a new direction to design new
laser cavities with extra freedom. Of interest will be to
investigate how these singularities can affect the dynam-
ics in the presence of non-linearity where nonlinear Fano
resonances affect the transmission [23].
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